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Overview
Malaria data collected by routine health information 
systems (RHIS) are critical for malaria programs in all 
transmission settings to track progress, assess 
whether interventions are implemented as planned, 
measure achievement, and guide implementation. 

The Malaria and Health Information System Online 
Portal houses RHIS architecture profiles and an 
inventory of supporting documents for PMI countries, 
to support cross-learning and RHIS system 
strengthening among President’s Malaria Initiative 
(PMI) countries.



Portal Content
1. RHIS profiles
2. RHIS Inventory of technical documents
3. Comparison Tables



RHIS Profile
Each profile provides a snapshot of RHIS and integrated disease 
surveillance and response (IDSR) systems which collect malaria data in 
each country.

Go to Country 
Files page to  
access RHIS 
profiles



RHIS 
structural 
overview 

Key Malaria 
Indicators by 
System

Overview of 
data quality 
activities

Briefing of 
additional 
context

Example of RHIS Profile pages 1 and 2



Recent 
updates to 
big picture 
changes in 
RHIS since 
previous 
version

Example of RHIS Profile page 3



RHIS Inventory Files
Technical resources specific to a country’s health information systems 
that collect malaria data, including policy and strategy documents, 
reporting tools, protocol, manuals.

Go to Country Files
page to  access 
Inventory of 
technical 
documents



Comparison Tables
Users can compare profiles by country and year, and export comparison 
tables to Excel.

Go to Comparison 
Tables page to  
access Comparison 
Tables



Users

•General users (public) 
•Administrators
•Editors



General users (public) can view and download country profiles, 
comparison reports, and inventory files.
No login credentials needed – simply click on the hyperlinks on the login 
page.

General Users



Administrators can update 
existing profiles, create new 
profiles, and upload new 
inventory documents.

Require login credentials

Edits and updates made to RHIS 
profiles by administrators require 
review by the editor; editors 
approve and publish profiles.

Administrators



Editors manage the site and 
approve content. 

Editors unlock profile forms 
for administrators to modify 
and approve changes for 
publication to general users.

Editors
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Downloading RHIS profiles and inventory 
documents
Go to the Country Files page
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Select and 
download 
files of 
interest

Downloading RHIS profiles and inventory 
documents



Search profiles and inventory 
documents using the drop-down 
bar or the search bar

Searching RHIS profiles and inventory 
documents



Generating Comparison Tables
Go the Comparison Table  page



Generating Comparison Tables

Check the boxes of the 
sections you want to 
compare across profiles

Check the boxes to select the country 
and year of RHIS profiles to compare

Click Go to Comparison Table to 
generate downloadable table



Generating Comparison Tables

To export the Comparison Table to 
Excel, click Get Excel Report

To go back and reselect 
options, click Go Back
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Steps for editing EXISTING profiles 
Step 1: Editor unlocks profile for editing 
Step 2: Administrator reviews data and updates 
profile
Step 3: Editor reviews updates and provides 
feedback using comments
Step 4: Administrator incorporates feedback 
Step 5: Repeat Step 3 and 4 until editor 
accepts final changes
Step 6: Editor accepts and locks the revised 
profile 
Step 7: Editor downloads the new profile and 
uploads it to the portal for general user 
viewability 



Editing RHIS profiles
Administrators can update existing profiles or create new ones

In Progress RHIS Profiles can 
be edited by selecting the 
Review/Edit button

Accepted RHIS Profiles are  
locked and viewable by 
selecting the Review Only button



RHIS Structural overview

To progress to 
the next page, 
click Continue at 
the bottom of 
the page

Input data using the drop-
down and free text boxes

Use the Data Collection tab 
to navigate to different 
sections of the profile

Presenter
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Key Malaria Indicators by System

Once editing on a specific profile has 
begun, the Data Collection tab can be 
used as a page navigation tool 

To progress to the next 
page, click Continue at 
the bottom of the page

To go back to the 
previous page, click Go 
Back at the bottom of the 
page.

To progress to the next 
page, click Continue at 
the bottom of the page.

Click Yes or NO to indicate 
whether the indicator is 
captured in each system.
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Overview of Data Quality Activities

To go back to the previous 
page, click Go Back at the 
bottom of the page 

To progress to the next page, 
click Continue at the bottom of 
the page

Enter text in each section. Provide 
as much detail as possible and 
spell out acronyms.



Additional Context

To go back to the 
previous page, click Go 
Back at the bottom of 
the page 

To progress to the next 
page, click Continue at 
the bottom of the 
page

Enter text. Spell out acronyms.



Complete and Submit RHIS Profile
Once complete, the profile goes to the Editor for review. 



Editor-Administrator feedback cycle

Editors will provide feedback to Administrators if profiles require revision 
prior to publishing. 

Editors will share feedback and make 
requests for revisions to the 
administrator in the comments.

There are comment sections in each 
section of the profile. The comments 
for the data quality activities section is 
show here.



Editor-Administrator feedback cycle
The administrator needs to contact the editor to indicate feedback has 
been addressed.  
The Editor will review the changes. Once approved, the Editor will then 
lock and publish the profile.

Editor contact information 
can be found in the footer 



Steps for creating NEW profiles
Step 1: Administrator Adds a New Profile which will 
use the latest profile from that country as a 
template for the new profile
Step 2: Administrator makes revisions for the new 
profile
Step 3: Editor will review updates and provide 
feedback
Step 4: Administrator incorporates feedback 
Step 5: Repeat Step 3 and 4 until editor accepts 
final changes
Step 6: Editor accepts and locks the revised profile 
Step 7: Editor downloads the new profile and 
uploads it to the portal for general user viewability 



Creating a new RHIS profile
New profiles auto populate with the most recent profile’s information; 
this information is editable

Since all profiles have 
been Accepted, a new 
profile can be created

Then click Add New Profile

When 
creating a 
new 
profile, 
select the 
current 
date



RHIS Structural overview

To progress to 
the next page, 
click Continue at 
the bottom of 
the page

Input data using the drop-
down and free text boxes

Use the Data Collection 
tab to navigate to 
different sections of the 
profile
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Key Malaria Indicators by System

Once editing on a specific profile has 
begun, the Data Collection tab can be 
used as a page navigation tool 

To progress to the next 
page, click Continue at 
the bottom of the page

To go back to the 
previous page, click Go 
Back at the bottom of the 
page.

To progress to the next 
page, click Continue at 
the bottom of the page.

Click Yes or NO to indicate 
whether the indicator is 
captured in each system.
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Overview of Data Quality Activities

To go back to the previous page, click 
Go Back at the bottom of the page 

To progress to the next page, click 
Continue at the bottom of the page

Enter text in each section. Provide 
as much detail as possible and spell 
out acronyms.



Additional Context

To go back to the 
previous page, click 
Go Back at the bottom 
of the page 

To progress to the next 
page, click Continue at 
the bottom of the 
page

Enter text. Spell out acronyms.



Complete and Submit RHIS Profile
Once complete, the profile goes to the Editor for review. 



Editor-Administrator feedback cycle

Editors will provide feedback to Administrators if profiles require revision 
prior to publishing. 

Editors will share feedback and make 
requests for revisions to the 
administrator in the comments.

There are comment sections in each 
section of the profile. The comments 
for the data quality activities section is 
show here.



Editor-Administrator feedback cycle
The administrator needs to contact the editor to indicate feedback has been 
addressed.  
The Editor will review the changes. Once approved, the Editor will then lock 
and publish the profile.

Editor contact information 
can be found in the footer 



Updating RHIS inventory
Upload technical documents to the portal

Edit existing document to 
rename them.

Delete existing documents 
if needed. Please alert 
editor prior to deleting files. 

Upload the file from 
your computer by 
clicking Upload/Save 
File
Rename it in the File 
Name section, if 
needed for clarity. 



This presentation was produced with the support of the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) under the terms of 
MEASURE Evaluation cooperative agreement AID-OAA-L-14-00004. 
MEASURE Evaluation is implemented by the Carolina Population 
Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in partnership with 
ICF International; John Snow, Inc.; Management Sciences for Health; 
Palladium; and Tulane University. Views expressed are not necessarily 
those of USAID or the United States government. 

www.measureevaluation.org
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